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Description: Revolution Diamond-Plate is a rubber mat designed after the ubiquitous industrial 

metal flooring.  The 3ft by 3ft interlocking rubber tiles are molded from reclaimed 

and natural rubbers making for an elastic, comfortable, and sustainable product.  

Revolution rubber flooring is ideal for a wide variety of uses like: trade show 

booths, home gyms, commercial aerobic rooms, industrial anti-fatigue floors, and 

pet-care applications.  Revolution Diamond-Plate jazzes up any dull facility with 

its “blue collar” appeal! 

Material NR (Natural Rubber), Reclaimed Rubber 

Thickness: 5/8”-inch (16mm) 

Sizes:  36 inch x 36 inch, 18lbs. 

Style: Diamond-Plate 

Color: Black 

Applications: Animal Care Facilities, Anti-Fatigue Flooring, Art Studios, Assembly Lines, 

Barns, Basement Tile Floor, Boats, Break Rooms, Clubhouses, Cushion Mats, 

Dance Floors, Daycares, Doggie Day Care, Eco-Tiles, Elevators, Exercise Floors, 

Farm Facilities, Floor Protection, Garage Tile, Gym Exercise Mats, Health Clubs, 

Hotel Lobbies, Gym Mat, Ice Rinks, Industrial Anti-Fatigue Floor Mats, 

Interlocking Tile flooring, Kennel Mat, Kid Rooms, Locker Rooms, Mats for the 

Kitchen, Modular Floor, Movie Sets, Music Studios, Non-Slip Rubber Mat, Pet 

Care, Play Areas, Playgrounds, Reclaimed Flooring, Safety Surfaces, Shelf Lining, 

Sound Proofing, Soft Tile, Sport Equipment, Standing Mat,  Stock Rooms, Thick 

Exercise Mat. 

Installation: Simplicity of installation makes this mat inexpensive and hassle free! Why pay an 

installer when this rubber floor can be set up in just a few minutes with no seams?  

Why use glue or adhesives with their unpleasant odors and messy characteristics?  

The Revolution Diamond-Plate is interlocking rubber flooring that can be installed 

with its ramped edges for a completed look by almost anyone!  

Comfort: Choose this rubber floor tile when you are looking for a comfortable and 

cushioned rubber flooring product.  Finding floor protection mats or anti-fatigue 

mats is easy, but finding a product that combines both is uncommon.  Revolution 

Diamond-Plate is comfortable while also offering good floor protection; this makes 

it ideal for home gyms! 

Diamond-Plate: Diamond plate, also known as checker plate, is usually metal stock with a surface 

texture of raised diamonds or lines on one side and is usually made of steel, 

stainless steel, or aluminum hard floor surfaces.  Revolution Diamond-Plate 

matting is soft and elastic and though it imitates the hard steel flooring commonly 

thought of, it actually offers bounce-back and cushion which are inherent qualities 

of the rubber it is made from. Since most minds conjure the design as something 

hard, tough, and rigid, this flooring will surprise those who traverse it for the first 

time. 

Cleaning: This rubber mat can be cleaned with most mild detergents and is completely 

unfazed by moisture. Though it should not be exposed to strong cleaning solutions 

(e.g. bleach) and oily petroleum products. 

Availability:  The Revolution Diamond-Plate is stocked in large quantities and will generally 

ship within 24 hours.   

California Prop 65: 
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - 

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 
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